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Whether it is the official tournament ad, DVD ad,
sweepstakes, or live streaming; every
advertisement for TPC Sawgrass has a picture of
the infamous 17th Island Green. (with one
exception of the newly renovated clubhouse)
Official tournament ads and DVDs consistently
picture the winner from the previous year.
Also consistently found on TPC Sawgrass ads –
three main partners for the tournament and
dates.

Hallmark Event
oLocated in Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida
oThe permanent home since 1980
oHosts over 144 players each year
Must meet eligibility requirements
oTournament Purse
$9.5 Million
Winning share $1.71 Million
oGolf’s most famous hole – 17th Island Green

Recent Renovations
oCausing more difficult play and more competition
oMedia surrounding renovations

There are 48
Corporate
Sponsors for PGA
Tour, many of
which overlap for
TPC

Tournament accepts no less than 144 players each year,
depending on the number of players that have met the eligibility
requirements for that year.
Each player also has a caddy that should also be looked at as an
indirect shareholder since they too participate in the tournament,
also joined by personal agents, trainers, etc.
Tournament boast 35 previous champions including:
oJack Nicklaus – 3 time winner
oFred Couples – 2 time winner
oDavis Love III – 2 time winner
oTiger Woods and Greg Norman also among the list
Players become more known by a good performance at this event, sharing an image

with the tournament especially the year they hold the title.
The integrity of the event is held by the competition between players and its
reputation to cause difficulty for these players, and in turn notoriety.

3 Main Medias for the tournament itself
Live coverage of the tournament through all four rounds

Television coverage of tournament during the first two rounds

Exclusive live television coverage of the final two rounds

oPodcasts and Mobile score updates also available during event
oMedia guides, Newsletters, Internet for tournament information

2 Main Internet Medias for information and tournament
tickets
oPGATour.com/Sawgrass
oTPC.com

40,000-46,000 tickets sold
oEvent is consistently sold out each year

Strategically placed viewing areas
for live audience
oGently sloping hills allows for stadium

viewing like basketball and baseball offers
oViews of the 17th Island Green, practice
field, and driving range

Kangaroo Media handheld sets for
live feeds inside of the event
VIP viewing areas for companies
and sponsors
o including food, drinks, and air-conditioned

tents

Clubhouse passes offered for a
select few

Numerous Suppliers!!
Tour Shop suppliers - 59 Retail Licenses owned by PGA
Food and Beverage – Many included in sponsorships
Kangaroo Media – handheld suppliers for live feed
Sawgrass Complex – hotel, spa, resort, etc.
As with most event, sponsors can also be suppliers.

Corporate

The PGA Tour is the owner of The Players Championship

Charity

TPC Sawgrass

Assets
•Players & Coaches

Ticketing

•Golf events can function as a club because
of relationships/benefits from players.

•Partnership
•Maintains 3 consistent partners that
appear on all tournament advertising

Financial
Resources

Contracts

TV Rights

•Reputation
•The unofficial 5th major, known as the
“Crown Gem” of the PGA Tour
•One of the most difficult courses of
golf
•Millions raised for charity

•Relational

Merchandising

•PGA Tour’s tournament
•Major media coverage by NBC, SIRIUS,
and Golf channel

•Physical

History

Renown

Sport
Performance
Affluence,
Audience

•Known to be difficult and competitive
•Most famous hole – 17th Island Green
•State-of-the-art Renovations

•Organizational Capabilities
•3 strategic viewing areas with gently
sloping hills for live audience
•Appeals to all ages and audiences
•One of the best Tour Shops for apparel
•Live handheld feeds for audience
through Kangaroo Media
•VIP viewing areas for companies
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Valuable?
Yes, only the top 144 players make it into the tournament for the
year and must obtain eligibility by winning or placing in other
tournaments.

Rare?
No, all tournaments feature who they consider the top players.
Within this category, there are rare players (Tiger Woods) but
they play many tournaments.

Difficult to Imitate?
No, players remain the same through out each tournament with
few exceptions though they might perform better/worse.

Difficult to Substitute?
No, outside of golf, there are many other well known players &
coaches for fans to cheer for.

Organizational?
Yes, all players are paired with partner to play with for
competitive value, and after round 2, cuts are made so that only
50 remain.

Valuable?
Yes, Maintaining three strong partners allows for continued
collaborations and all parties involved benefit from each other.

Rare?
No, not within golf. PGA Tour maintains close to 50 sponsors with
their tournaments benefiting. The Masters and other golf
tournaments have long lasting relationships with a select few
partners.

Difficult to Imitate?
Yes, the relationship is both complex and strong. It would be difficult
for another tournament outside of PGA Tour to secure all three of
these partners.

Difficult to Substitute?
No, there are many other companies to partner with, although it
would be difficult to have the relationship of the four companies
together in the beginning.

Organizational?
Yes, Partners enjoy many benefits including repeated advertising
with the tournament on their website and the actual event, and a
specific contact for each tournament or partnership event.

Valuable?
Yes, The Players Championship reputation is the most important for
their goals as a successful event. It is central to their being one of
the main events during the golf year.

Rare?
Yes, though many tournaments enjoy a good reputation, TPC is world
renowned because of its reputation as being the one of the most
difficult courses to play in the world.

Difficult to Imitate?
Yes, the creativity employed by Pat Dye to design this course, is
unlike any course in golf. Though many are difficult, none have the
most photographed and dreaded hole…17th Island Green.

Difficult to Substitute?
Yes, players have consistently said there is nothing like TPC, and the
recent renovations have made it even harder to substitute this
tournament for any other.

Organizational?
Yes, TPC is consistent on its reputation of being prestigious and
difficult. Organized events for spectators, the Sawgrass complex with
spa and five star resort status, and the 77,000 sq. ft. Clubhouse all
contribute.

Valuable?
Yes, Being part of the PGA Tour is very valuable and something
only one other major tournament has accomplished, with the
TPC being referred unofficially as the only other one.

Rare?
Yes, only four majors in golf, with the PGA Tour owning only one.
Sawgrass also sustained the permanent location for TPC which
was originally alternated between other locations.

Difficult to Imitate?
Yes, the status with the PGA Tour is difficult to imitate, which is
why there is only one major under them and only four total.
Plus the millions earned for charity and prime time status on NBC
is reserved for such events as the Super Bowl and the Olympics.

Difficult to Substitute?
No, other major golf organizations have managed this prestigious
status and some other tournaments, though few, are aired on
major networks.

Organizational?
Yes, the TPC makes sure all relations are well known, whether
year round on the internet or during the event.

Valuable?
Yes, The reason TPC is renown is specifically due to its course and the difficulty
involved in playing it. Even Tiger Woods as only won once and hasn’t been as much
of a factor as on other courses.
Travel & Leisure Golf Magazine also named Sawgrass on of the Top 10 Golf Resorts
in the World.

Rare?
Yes, the only course of its kind. The Island Green is the most famous and
photographed course in golf, surrounding all sides with water hazards. The stadium
style spectator seating was the first ever and can only be found in few courses.

Difficult to Imitate?
Yes, many courses strive to be challenging, but with the recent renovations, TPC is
staying ahead of the game. The course tees, fairways, and greens were all rebuilt
to maintain “firm and fast conditions.”

Difficult to Substitute?
Yes, this course is one of kind and is dedicated to maintaining that with new
renovations including a 77,000 square foot Clubhouse and state-of-the-art resort
complex.

Organizational?
Yes, the 17th hole is the constant center of attention with the main audience
seating all around it, including directly behind the tee box.
There are caddy competitions for closest to the pin shots, the winner receiving
money from the golfers’ donations. (which equals hundreds-thousands).
There is even a player experience, where spectators can try their hand at a
replication of the 17th hole. Every hole in one shot wins a prize. (2007 winners
received iPhones)

Valuable?
Yes, tournament benefits from a large audience due to organized
event for audience members, stadium style viewing spots, and
company tents.

Rare?
No, many athletic events employ the same organizational strategy
including the many other golf tournaments. Though the TPC boast
one of the best Tour Shops, all other tournaments have retail
opportunities as well.

Difficult to Imitate?
No, stadium style seating is only found in a few locations, but
handheld feeds are available for all PGA Tour tournaments and all
tournaments are kid friendly.

Difficult to Substitute?
No, many of the same attractions, with exception to the 17th hole
experience and player experience, can be found at other tournament
locations.

Organizational?
Yes, all event are very organized with thousands of volunteers
employed to ensure safety, cleanliness, and order.
Food and beverage, handheld feeds, and tour merchandise are all
easily accessible.
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U.S. Economic Downturn causing:
Weakness in the real estate market
Rising energy and food prices
Large levels of personal debt
Less discretionary income
Reduction in the value of assets in equity markets
Weakness in the value of the domestic currency
Weakness in the labor market

New President in office leaves uncertainty for
the future, though a positive outlook.

Golf is more popular than ever!
Tiger Woods’ celebrity status has
help golf to reach more target
markets (younger & non-players)
Business meetings are known to
happen over a round of golf.
Golf has a lot of history, with a
long list of recognizable names (i.e.
Gary Player, Arnold Palmer, and Phil
Mickelson) allowing the game to
appeal to many people of varying
ages.
Culture in general is geared
towards sports and athletics, with
them being taught in school and
college benefits in athletics.

PGA Tour signed $154.2 transaction for a 99year deal
with Marriot Sawgrass.
International contract with investor Redquartz Boundary
LTD.
Economic issues can potentially cause other legal issues
to arise:
(i.e. bonus requirements, sponsorships, investors, etc.)

TPC Sawgrass Marriot
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Budget needed for TPC Sawgrass Renovations:
Resort Renovations………………………………….$16 million
Course Renovations…………………………………$10 million
Clubhouse Renovations…………………………….$30million
Total:
$56 million
Investors: Redquartz Boundary Ltd, Sawgrass Marriott, TPC Sawgrass.
Construction:
Clark Construction Group,LLC hired for Clubhouse
Renovations.
JELD-WEN- official provider of windows, doors, and
millwork.
Chapman Coyle Chapman Architects
Profitability:
Currently generates………………………………….$95 million
Expected increase from renovations…………$30-40 million
Total Profitability:
$125-135 million
*Expected increase based on the availability of 10,000 more spectators and tourists.

Prices:
Tournament Prices: Weekly= $199-$599, Daily:$75, Packages=$4800-$15900
Club Memberships starting at $2,400 per year
Green fees for one round ranging from $89-$375 per person
Golf Packages, Tour Experience, and Tour Academy also available
No prices changes for merchandising, media, etc. Though much media increase with the newly
renovated course unveiling.
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Jim Furyk and Vijay Singh have lived on the golf course and
used the facilities for practice for years.
Hundreds of Sawgrass members and long time residents
Consistently sells out of tournament tickets
Positive reviews on customer service, tour experiences, course
structure, and challenge.
Thousands of repeat spectators since the opening
Renovations will increase repeat customers and allow for new
ones.

Customer
Benefits

Configuration

Customer Interface

Core Strategy

Fulfillment & Support
•Golf Lessons and
Training
Information & Insight
Relationship Dynamics
•Stadium seating places
emphasis on
importance of fans
Pricing Structure
•Low to high end prices
appeal to all consumers
and cater to families
and businesses.

Business Mission
•Represent PGA Tour
•Put on a good show
•Uphold Reputation
Product/Market Scope
•Golf’s top names all
competing against
each other
Basis for
Differentiation
•Event Venue
•Reputation

Strategic
Resources
Core Competencies
•Players/Coaches
•Brand Management/
Image
Strategic Assets
•Physical resources
•Reputational
resources
Core Processes
•Event Management
•Relational Resources

Company
Boundary

Value Network

Suppliers
•Hundreds of suppliers
Partners
•3 Main partners
Coalitions
•PGA Tour

Public Relations – social capital
•Media

releases provided often through the official websites of the PGA Tour and TPC Sawgrass

•Increased

media attention with renovations

Partnership – sponsorship activation

•Sponsorships gained and in place through the PGA Tour
Communication
•Golf

magazine advertising

•Community
•Television
•Local

awareness

commercials and tournament coverage

and national radio coverage of tournament

Brand Management
•Course

renovated to increase competition and challenging play

•Millions

raised every year for local charities

Merchandising
•Renovation
•Increase

to tour shop included in up grade

in licenses for apparel and tour shop items

Stadium Management
•B

to B- Benefactor tickets offered to businesses with food and drinks provided at special group rates

•B

to C- Tournament activities organized, renovations included expanded viewing areas,

Ticketing – CRM
•Available
•Business

online

and group rates

CRM Activation
B to B
B to B to C
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